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Weather Study Guide 
Our weather test will be on Wednesday, December 13th 

 

Important Words 
 

 

Weather 

 

the atmosphere at a place for a short 

amount of time 

 
Climate the weather over a long period of time  

 

Changes 

 

caused by sun heating the air and water 
 

 

Seasons 

 

weather changes that happen at different 

times of the year 

 

- People wear different clothing and do 

different activities.  
 

 

Meteorologist 

a weather scientist 

-They help us be prepared for the 

weather, warn us about storms, and plan 

for outdoor events. 

They use science tools.  
 

Meteorologist Tools 

 

 

wind vane- shows 

wind direction  

 

also called a 

weather vane 

 

 

rain gauge-  

measures the 

amount of rain 
 

 

thermometer- 

measures 

temperature (the 

amount of heat 

energy)  

graphs- used to 

record data  and 

to show change 

 



 

           Parent Info.  

Water Cycle 
Be able to draw and label the 

water cycle. 

 

Evaporation-  liquid turning into 

a gas (heating) 

 

Condensation-  gas (water 

vapor) turning into a liquid 

(cooling) 

 

Precipitation-  any form of 

water that falls to the earth’s 

surface 
 

Know the 4 main types of precipitation 
 

Precipitation-  water that falls to the Earth’s surface as rain, snow, sleet, or hail 
 

 

Rain- precipitation in liquid form 

 

Sleet-  Precipitation in solid form.   

 

Falling snow that melts and then 

refreezes into ice before it reaches the 

ground 

 

 

Hail-  precipitation in solid form 

 

Formed inside clouds of a 

thunderstorm 

Larger chunks of ice  

Snow-  precipitation in solid form 

 

snowflakes are a collection of ice 

crystals  



 

Parent Info.  
Thermometer 

 

Temperature-  how hot or cold something is 
 

Celsius-  the metric unit for measuring temperature.  

Liquid water freezes and becomes a solid at 0 degrees Celsius 
 

Fahrenheit-  the customary unit for measuring temperature (used in the US)  

  Liquid water freezes and becomes a solid at 32 degrees Fahrenheit 
 

Be able to estimate temperatures where the weather would feel hot, warm, 

cool, or cold/freezing (in Fahrenheit) 
 

Example:  50 degrees Fahrenheit would be a cool day.  I would need a jacket. 

Example:  20 degrees Fahrenheit would be a cold day.  I would need a heavy 

coat. 

 
 

Severe Types of Weather 
Hurricane- 

 

Includes strong 

winds, heavy rain, 

may cause 

flooding 

 

 

Blizzard- 

snowstorm 

Includes strong 

winds, snow, and 

cold temperatures  

Thunderstorm- 

 

Includes heavy 

rain and lightning 
 

Tornado- 

 

Includes a funnel 

of wind that spirals 

upward  

Flood- 

a lot of water 

caused by lots of 

rain, rivers rising, 

snowmelt, or 

dams breaking 
 

Drought- 

A long period of 

time without rain 

when plants and 

animals cannot 

survive 

 

 

 



 

Parent Info.  
Weathering and Erosion 

Weathering is the breaking 

down and wearing away of 

rock.  

 

 

Causes of weathering: 

 

Water, ice, wind, plants, and changing 

temperatures.  

Erosion is the movement of 

weathered materials by 

water, wind, gravity, or ice. 

 

 Weather can 

cause an 

increase in 

erosion. 

 

Floods, 

thunderstorms, 

hurricanes, and 

tornadoes 

Plants help prevent erosion.  

 
Their roots help fold the soil in 

place so it will not be blown 

away by wind or washed 

away by water. 
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Student Page 1 
Now you try! 

1. What is one thing you would wear in the snow? ____________________________ 

 

2. Give two reasons why a meteorologist’s job is important. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. What does climate mean? ________________________________________________ 

 

 

4. Look at the picture on the right.   

What season do you think it is? Why do you think it is that 

season?  

 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________ 
 

Write the letter on the line next to the correct meteorologist tool. 

_______ 5.   weather  vane 

 

A. measures the amount of rainfall 

 

 

_______  6.  rain gauge 

 
B. measures the amount of heat 

energy (temperature) 

 

________  7.            

   thermometer 

 

C. tells which direction the wind is 

coming from 

 



 

Student Page 2 
 

1. Draw your own model of the water cycle. Be sure to LABEL the 3 parts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  List the 4 forms of precipitation. 

 

________________, ________________, ________________, ________________, 

 

3.  What is one form of precipitation that is a solid? ________________________ 

 

4. What is one form of precipitation that is a liquid? _______________________ 

 

5.-6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________ F          _________C                     _________F          ________C        
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7-12. Write the letter to match the type of storm with its description 

 

_____  Hurricane 
A.  storm that produces rain, thunder, 

lightning, and sometimes hail. 

______Blizzard  
B.  rotating funnel cloud that forms during 

thunderstorms. 

______Flood  
C.  storm that starts over warm ocean water 

with strong winds, rain, and causes flooding 

_____Drought  
D.  snowstorm with strong winds and 

blowing snow. 

_____Thunderstorm 
E. Too much precipitation caused by lots of 

rain and rivers rising 

_____Tornado 
F.  No rain for a long time – so dry that plants 

and animals cannot survive 

 

 

13. What is weathering?  

__________________ 

 

14. What is erosion?  

__________________ 
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15. Meteorologists track weather data over time in order to make future 

weather predictions.  

 

Using what you know about weather data, predict the weather for Tuesday: 

 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

  ___________     

40F 42F ______F 

 

42F 44F 40F 43F 

 

How did you use this chart to make your prediction? 

__________________
__________________ 
 

 

16. Circle which hillside will have less soil erosion: 

 

  
 

Why is that? Explain your choice: 

__________________
__________________ 


